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Abstract

Objectives. (a) To identify factors associated with different patterns of functional decline in a longitudinal sample of older Mexican-origin individuals, and (b) to determine the proportions of life after age 65 characterized by serious functional impairment.

Methodology. We use the Hispanic Established Populations for Epidemiologic Studies of the Elderly to examine changes in objective Performance Oriented Mobility Assessments in a cohort of 3,050 Mexican-origin elders initially interviewed in 1993/1994 and recontacted 6 times over 17 years. This sample combined with an additional cohort of 902 individuals 75 and older added at wave 4 in 2004/2005 (combined sample = 3,952) is used in life table analyses to estimate the number of years after 65 characterized by serious functional impairment.

Results. Three distinct patterns of functional decline emerge: (a) high initial functioning followed by decline, but not to the level of disability (48%); (b) moderate initial functioning followed by decline to the level of disability (37.5%); and (c) initial disability followed by continued poor functioning (14.5%). Life table analyses reveal that subjects spent over half of the period after 65 with serious functional limitations. Significant gender and nativity differentials emerge.

Discussion. Protracted morbidity that accompanies increases in life expectancy has serious implications for the physical, social, and economic well-being of older individuals and their families, as well as for health and long-term care policy.
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INCREASES in life expectancy during the last century reflect clear improvements in human lives (Elo, 2009; United Nations, 2011), but they also confront developed and developing nations with new and serious challenges related to the support of rapidly growing older populations, a large fraction of whom will experience serious health problems. Today, individuals over eighty make up the fastest growing segment of the elderly population (Werner, 2011). These new challenges are compounded by the fact that developing and developed nations face a period that may be characterized by protracted fiscal austerity. A long and healthy life may be everyone’s desire, but a long life is not synonymous with high-quality life or a high level of functioning. For groups with low levels of education, income, and wealth, longer life may bring prolonged periods of poor functioning, dependency, and poverty.

In this paper, we address issues related to the possibility of limitations to the potential postponement of morbidity as life spans increase in a longitudinal sample of Mexican-origin elders. Although improvements in medical care and better preventive care may postpone death, the effects of fundamental causes of impaired functioning may be more difficult to postpone, resulting in a protracted period of disability prior to death (Fries, 2003). Our analyses address two interrelated questions that require two overlapping samples and two different methodological approaches. The first question relates to patterns of change in functional capacity and their predictors in a cohort of Mexican-origin individuals 65 and over first interviewed in 1993/1994 and recontacted in six additional waves over 17 years. The long follow-up makes this analysis possible. The second question more specifically addresses the issues of the proportion of years after 65 characterized by serious functional disability. To answer this question we employ the original cohort combined with a supplemental sample consisting of 902 individuals 75 and older, that was added at wave 4 in 2004/2005 to compensate for attrition through death of members of the original cohort. This combined sample provides a large number of person-years of data and allows us to employ life table techniques to estimate the number of years after age 65 in which individuals suffer significant functional impairment.

These two sets of analyses, then, allow us (a) to identify the medical, social, and cultural predictors of different patterns of decline and (b) to compare the extent of the compression or extension of morbidity among foreign and U.S.-born men and women. The use of the two overlapping...
data sets permits a more detailed examination of functional capacity and its predictors than would either data set alone. These unique data comprise the largest and longest longitudinal study of older Mexican-origin adults available and provide the first comprehensive portrait of patterns and trajectories of disability in this population.

Our focus on the Mexican-origin population is motivated by certain anomalies related to this population’s favorable mortality experience despite a disadvantaged socioeconomic profile. On average, the Mexican-origin population has low levels of education and health insurance coverage, as well as low levels of income and wealth. Mexican-origin individuals experience elevated rates of diabetes, hypertension, and disability, yet their mortality profile is remarkably favorable compared to non-Hispanic whites and African Americans (Markides & Eschbach, 2005; Palloni, 2007). In 2010, life expectancy at birth for Hispanics was 81.2 compared to 78.8 for non-Hispanic whites and 74.7 for African Americans. At age 65, remaining life expectancy for Hispanic men and women was 18.8 and 22.0, while for non-Hispanic white men and women it was 17.7 and 20.3, and for African American men and women it was 15.8 and 19.1 (National Center for Health Statistics, 2014). The favorable mortality profile among Hispanics raises many important theoretical and practical questions, both with reference to the implications for the Hispanic population itself given its high rate of poverty at all ages, but also for the nation as a whole, given the high societal costs of long-term and acute care for a population with potentially high rates of serious disability.

A core objective of public health and preventive medicine is the extension of the period of life during which one is functioning at a high level. In the ideal case, an individual would experience a brief period of incapacity and decline near the end of life. Such an outcome requires that in addition to postponing death, medical science and public health postpone the onset of disability. The alternatives to a long life with a short period of disability are (a) early-onset disability accompanied by a relatively short period of incapacity before an early death; and (b) perhaps worst of all from a resource demand perspective, early-onset disability accompanied by a long period of incapacity before death.

The Public Policy Dilemma

This latter possibility, a long life with extended disability, leads to a basic dilemma that we might term a “public health or prevention paradox.” If it is the case that we can increase life expectancy through medical interventions and behavioral risk reduction, but find that we are less successful at preventing or significantly postponing the onset of disabling disease, the inevitable result may be that longer lives mean more unavoidable disability. This would happen if mortality from diseases that kill one fairly early on, such as behavior-related cancers and cardiovascular disease can be controlled, but declines associated with less controllable causes that do not kill one immediately cannot. The degenerative and incapacitating diseases of old age may simply be less amenable to prevention. They might be postponed for a brief period, but may not be preventable. Fundamental causes associated with aging may mean that if one lives long enough, one’s risk of illness and disability is very high (Link & Phelan, 1995). In which case, we may be caught in the paradox of extending lives through interventions only to inevitably increase the period of compromised functioning. If prevention is not possible, medical management and assistance may be the only option. This means that longer lives could result in greatly increased expenditures associated with increased dependency.

These two scenarios, the late and early onset of morbidity, have clear and profoundly different implications for public policy at the federal and state levels, as well as for individual and family finances and welfare. A long and healthy life gives one the opportunity to remain engaged and active and to avoid becoming a burden on one’s family or on society. A long but unhealthy life implies the opposite, a potentially long period of dependency and medical care use and potentially onerous financial and care giving burdens for families and the state. A large fraction of the medical care that individuals consume in their lives occurs during the last few years of life (Cohen & Yu, 2012). In the absence of significant rationing, the extension of morbidity would almost inevitably increase the aggregate consumption of expensive medical services.

Disability rates by age have decreased over the last 30 years as life expectancy has increased (Freedman, Schoeni, Martin, & Cornman, 2007). Self-reported disability rates, though, differ significantly by race and Hispanic ethnicity (Brown, O’Rand, & Adkins, 2012; Cantu, Hayward, Hummer, & Chiu, 2013; Haan, Zeki Al-Hazzouri, & Aiello, 2011; Haas & Rohlfsen, 2010; Haas, Krueger, & Rohlfsen, 2012; Hayward, Hummer, Chiu, González-González, & Wong, 2014; Hayward, Warner, & Crimmins, 2007; Quiñones, Liang, Bennett, Xu, & Ye, 2011; Taylor & Lynch, 2004). This variation raises the possibility that among disadvantaged groups longer lives may be accompanied by significant morbidity. The present study builds upon previous work by employing an objective measure of functional capacity, the performance-oriented mobility assessment (POMA), to examine the proportion of years after age 65 that are characterized by serious disability. The POMA instrument is widely used in clinical settings to provide an objective evaluation of such physical performance abilities as balance, the ability to stand and to walk, the ability to get out of a chair, and grip strength. It is used to assess changes in these abilities over time (Faber, Boscher, & van Wieringen, 2006).

One recent study employed physical performance assessments to investigate differences among respondents by race and Hispanic ethnicity. Using data from the Health and Retirement Study (HRS) 2004, 2006, and 2008...
cohorts Hass and colleagues found that Hispanic immigrants had poorer performance outcomes in terms of lung function, longer walk times, and grip strength than non-Hispanic whites and U.S.-born Hispanics (Haas et al., 2012). However, consistent with the Hispanic paradox, both U.S.-born and foreign-born Hispanics in the HRS were more likely to have better lung function than non-Hispanic whites after adjusting for a range of relevant covariates. These findings based on a small sample of Hispanics reveal great heterogeneity in late life physical performance based on nativity, race, and Hispanic ethnicity and point to the need to further investigate the social distribution of decline.

**DATA**

Our objective in what follows is to identify major functional profiles of decline in POMAs as a function of age among older Mexican-origin individuals and to identify major correlates of different patterns employing a unique and important longitudinal data set, the Hispanic Established Population for Epidemiologic Studies of the Elderly or H-EPESE (Markides, Rudkin, Angel, & Espino, 1997). These data provide detailed information on risk factors for mental and physical illness and mortality for a sample of 3,050 individuals of Mexican origin in the United States living in the five southwestern states of Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas who were 65 and older when they were first interviewed in 1993–1994. This panel was re-contacted in 1995–1996, 1998–1999, 2000–2001, 2004–2005, 2007, and 2010–2011. This sample is used in our first analysis of patterns of decline in functional capacity. Due to sample attrition both from non-response or loss to follow-up over the seven waves, our final analytic sample for this analysis is 2,455 respondents. Sensitivity analyses (available upon request) were conducted in order to assess the extent to which loss to follow-up might affect interpretation of findings. No significant differences between groups emerged from the results.

A second objective of our analysis is to estimate the proportion of life spent in a highly disabled state prior to death for U.S.-born and foreign-born men and women. Because of attrition in the original cohort, in 2004 a new cohort of 902 individuals who were the same age as the original cohort (75 or older at the time) was added to increase sample size and statistical power. This new panel was recontacted in 2007 and 2010–2011. This enhanced sample is used for our second analysis of the proportion of the life course characterized by significant impairment. This second analysis is based on 3,952 individuals and 35,674 person-years of data. Of the initial sample, 434, or 14.2%, were lost to follow up by 2010–2011. In the baseline sample, 1,957, or 64.2% of the sample, died by the end of the study. Among the survivors of the original cohort 659, or 21.6% were reinterviewed in 2010–2011. Of these 115, or 11.1% were proxies. In the combined cohort, which includes the original cohort and the additional cohorts of 902 individuals 75 and older added at wave 5 in 2004–2005, 2,356, or 59.6% of the sample had died by wave 7. Among the survivors, 1,076 were reinterviewed at wave 7 and 520 or 13.2% were lost to follow up.

**MEASURES**

**Physical Mobility**

In the following analyses we employ three of the POMA tasks (a) standing balance (semi-tandem and side by side), (b) a timed 8-ft walk at a normal pace (gait speed), and (c) a timed test of five repetitions of rising from a chair and sitting down (Guralnik, Ferrucci, Simonsick, Salive, & Wallace, 1995). Following the work of Markides and colleagues (Markides et al., 2001), each assessment was coded (0) unable to complete task, (1) poor, (2) fair, (3) good, and (4) best. Respondents who received a score of (0) included those who tried but were unable to complete the task and those who did not attempt the task for safety reasons. A total POMA score ranged from 0 to 12, with higher scores indicating better physical functioning. The POMAs were assessed at each wave and form the basis for both the pattern analysis and the life table analyses of the proportion of life characterized by serious functional limitation.

Independent variables included in the multivariate regressions for the POMA change analyses include the following predictor variables measured at time one (1993–1994).

**Mental and Physical Health**

To assess depressive affect we used the center for epidemiologic studies depression scale (CES-D) from the first wave. The CES-D consists of 20 items (Radloff, 1977). Respondents were asked to indicate the frequency of depressive symptoms experienced in the past week. We coded the original response categories for these items as (1) rarely or none of the time, (2) some of the time, (3) occasionally, and (4) most or all of the time. The final CES-D score ranges from 0 to 54 with a mean of 14.9.

To control for cognitive capacity we used the mini-mental state examination (MMSE), measured at wave 1. The MMSE is one of the most commonly used brief cognitive screening devices in studies of older adults (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1974). It is based on a standard battery of memory and reasoning items and assesses orientation, attention, immediate and short-term recall, language, and the ability to follow simple verbal and written commands. Following recent research we employ the continuous specification of MMSE (Hill, Angel, & Balistreri, 2012).
We control for a number of chronic conditions at baseline, including diabetes, hypertension, stroke, and heart attack. Respondents were asked to indicate whether they had ever been told by a doctor that they had any of these conditions. We coded responses as (1) for yes and as (0) otherwise. Blood pressure was directly measured with a standard mercury sphygmomanometer. Two readings were taken for each respondent, and an average systolic and diastolic blood pressure was recorded. We coded respondents as positive for hypertension if their average systolic reading was 140 mmHg or higher or their average diastolic reading was 90 mmHg or higher.

**Health Behavior and Body Mass**

Our measurement of health behaviors is based on responses to questions concerning smoking and drinking at baseline. Respondents were asked whether they were current smokers. They were also asked whether they had any alcohol during the past month. We coded response categories for these items as (1) for yes and (0) otherwise. Anthropometric measurements of height and weight were collected in the respondent’s home. Using the standard formula and documented thresholds provided by the Centers for Disease Control, we coded respondents as (1) obese (BMI ≥ 35) and (0) otherwise.

**Nativity and Age at Migration**

Following previous research (Angel, Angel, & Hill, 2009; Hill, Angel, Balistreri, & Herrera, 2012), we created four nativity status and life course stage at migration categories. Category 1 consists of those who were born in the United States; Category 2 consists of those who were born in Mexico and migrated to the United States before the age of 20; Category 3 consists of those who were born in Mexico and migrated to the United States between the ages of 20 and 49 years; and Category 4 consists of those who were born in Mexico and migrated to the United States after the age of 50. In our multivariate analyses, Group 1, U.S.-born, serve as the reference category.

**Background Factors**

Our multivariate analyses include controls for age, gender, education, financial strain, marital status, living arrangements, monthly contact with family and friends, and perceived social support derived from the baseline survey. Age is entered as a continuous variable. Financial strain was measured with two items. Respondents were asked, “[h]ow much difficulty do you have in meeting monthly payments on your bills?” Response categories for this item were coded (1) none, (2) a little, (3) some, and (4) a great deal. Respondents were also asked, “[a]t the end of the month, do you usually end up with some money left over, just enough to make ends meet, or not enough to make ends meet?” Response categories for this item were coded (1) some money left over, (2) just enough to make ends meet, and (3) not enough money to make ends meet. We measured financial strain as the mean response to these two items. These items were standardized to account for metric differences. Our measure of social support is the mean response to two items. Respondents were asked, “In times of trouble, can you count on at least some of your family or friends?” Respondents were also asked, “Can you talk about your deepest problems with at least some of your family or friends?” Response categories for these items were coded (0) hardly ever, (1) some of the time, or (2) most of the time. Marital status (married), living arrangement (live with others), education (having less than a high school education), and gender (male) were dichotomized in the analyses with the reference category in parentheses.

**Statistical Procedures**

Our analyses are based on two samples and two statistical techniques. The first set of analyses is based on the original sample of 3,050 respondents, 1,957 of whom had died and 659 of whom were reinterviewed in 2010–2011. In this analysis we identify patterns of decline over the seven waves of data using growth mixture modeling (GMM) from Mplus 6.12 (Figure 1). Although the identification of categories (classes) of change in functional capacity requires some judgment, GMM provides a systematic and structured method of identifying substantively meaningful subgroups in a sample based on patterns of longitudinal change (Jung & Wickrama, 2008; Ram & Grimm, 2009).

Once we identify the number of meaningful latent sub-populations in the data we determine the predictors of each pattern in greater detail. In order to accomplish this, we employ a series of pair-wise t-tests to assess unadjusted mean differences in our focal variables across the identified POMA pattern groupings (Table 1). We then estimate a series of multinomial logistic regression models to predict the odds of membership in the various POMA decline groups.

The second set of analysis is based on the original sample and the new cohort that was added at wave 5 in 2004–2005 to increase the total sample size. The addition of the new cohort increased the sample size to 3,952. Of this sample, 2,356 had died by wave 7 and 1,076 survivors were recontacted. This sample allows us to compute person-years of life with and without disability. We employ age-specific mortality rates with age-specific prevalence of POMA limitations to calculate Sullivan-based multistate life table models of the number of years of life free of POMA limitations relative to life expectancy with POMA limitations for each group of interest (Sullivan, 1971). This method allows us to calculate the ratio of the number of healthy, POMA-free years to the number of unhealthy, POMA-limited years. For the three POMAs we employ in this analysis a score of 0 means the test cannot be performed and a score of 1 reflects extremely low...
functioning. Scores greater than 1 indicate moderate to high functioning. In the following analysis we define impaired as a score of 0 or 1 on any of the three POMAs employed. Deaths are determined via mortality link and proxy reports.

To estimate mortality rates, Gompertz models of the following form stratified by sex and nativity are used.

\[
\ln m(x) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \cdot \text{age}
\]  

(1)

where, \( x \) is age. To estimate prevalence probability, the logistic regressions of the following form stratified by sex and nativity are fit.

\[
\ln \left(\pi \over 1 - \pi\right) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \cdot \text{age}
\]  

(2)

where, \( \pi \) is the prevalence probability. Equation 1 allows us to estimate age-specific mortality rates and total life expectancy for the sample. Equation 2 allows us to estimate the age-specific prevalence of POMA limitations for each group of interest. The estimated prevalence is used to divide total life expectancy into the number of years lived in different functional status states based on the age-specific prevalence of healthy (POMA limitations free) relative to unhealthy (with POMA limitations) person years. For a more detailed explanation refer to Jagger, Cox, Le Roy, and EHEMU (2006). The unhealthy life expectancies are estimated using logistic regression to predict the age specific prevalence rates for POMA disability. A bootstrapping technique is used to obtain standard errors for the total life expectancy, healthy life expectancy, and unhealthy life expectancy estimates.

**Results**

*Growth Mixture Modeling Analysis*

The GMM analysis is based on the original cohort that was followed for all seven waves. To determine the appropriate number of POMA pattern classes, we fit three consecutive GMM models that included adjustments for age, gender, education, financial strain, marital status, nativity

![Figure 1. Performance oriented mobility assessment (POMA) classes, 1993–2011.](image-url)
and age at migration, body mass, and chronic conditions. These models include the dead and produce full information estimates of class patterns based on the existing data for all individuals in the sample.

Our first model specified two POMA pattern classes and resulted in a Bayesian information criterion (BIC) of 50143.54 and a Lo-Mendell-Rubin adjusted likelihood ratio test (LMR-LRT) of 88.137 (p < .05). The statistically significant LMR-LRT suggested that the two-pattern model fit the data better than the one-pattern model. Our second model specified three POMA pattern classes and resulted in a BIC of 50119.55 and a LMR-LRT of 88.137 (p < .05). Again, the statistically significant LMR-LRT suggested that the three-pattern model fit the data better than the initial two-pattern model. Our final model specified four POMA pattern classes and resulted in a Bayesian information criterion (BIC) of 50119.55 and LMR-LRT = 88.137 (p < .05).

Table 1 presents sample means for all study variables across the GMM POMA pattern classes. On average, respondents in class 1 are younger, more highly educated, and more financially stable than respondents in class 2 and class 3. Respondents in class 1 are more likely to have immigrated during middle-life than respondents in class 2 and class 3. They are also more likely to have immigrated during late-life than respondents in class 2. With respect to health behavior and body mass, respondents in the first class are more likely to smoke and drink, but less likely to be obese, than respondents in class 2 and class 3. In terms of mental and physical health, respondents in class 1 have

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class 1 remained non-disabled (n = 1,178)</th>
<th>Class 2 became disabled* (n = 911)</th>
<th>Class 3 remained disabled* (n = 356)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>71.34&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>71.89&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>.46&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (≥ HS)</td>
<td>.16&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial strain</td>
<td>−.11&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmarried</td>
<td>.37&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lives alone</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No contact w/family and friends</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social support</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.-born</td>
<td>.57&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrant (1–19)</td>
<td>.08&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrant (20–49)</td>
<td>.25&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrant (50+)</td>
<td>.09&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CES-D</td>
<td>14.43&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>14.16&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>26.18&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>25.36&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoker</td>
<td>.17&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinker</td>
<td>.25&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese</td>
<td>.23&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetic</td>
<td>.24&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.28&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hypertensive</td>
<td>.39&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of heart attack</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of stroke</td>
<td>.04&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.05&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POMA</td>
<td>9.51&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6.36&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Identifies significant mean differences between designated classes (two-tailed t-tests, p < .05).

Notes. CES-D = center for epidemiologic-depression scale; H-EPESE = Hispanic established populations for the epidemiologic study of the elderly, n = 2,455; HS = high school; MMSE = mini-mental state exam. POMA = performance oriented mobility assessment. BIC = 50119.55 and LMR-LRT = 88.137 (p < .05).
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higher cognitive and physical functioning than respondents in class 2 and class 3. Respondents in class 1 also have lower rates of hypertension than respondents in class 2 and lower rates of stroke and diabetes than respondents in class 3.

**Multivariate Analysis**

Table 2 provides multinomial logistic regression results predicting the odds of POMA class membership. Three contrasts, each with two analyses are presented. The first two columns compare those who remained non-disabled (class 1) to those who remained disabled (class 3). In model 1, the odds of remaining non-disabled versus remaining disabled are lower for older adults, women, and respondents with higher levels of financial strain. This model also indicates that the odds of remaining non-disabled as opposed to remaining disabled are higher for respondents who immigrated during middle- and late-life than for the U.S.-born or those who immigrated early in life.

The second model (row 2) adjusts for health behavior, body mass, and health. With these controls the odds of remaining non-disabled versus remaining disabled are lower for obese respondents, but higher for respondents with better physical functioning at baseline. The age effect in model 1 is explained away by differences in baseline physical functioning. With the addition of the health-related covariates in model 2, the odds of becoming disabled versus remaining disabled are now higher for women, indicating a strong distortion pattern or a form of suppression. This means that a third variable, that is, health, changes the direction of the effect of gender on performance.

The second two models (columns 3 and 4) contrast became disabled (class 2) and remained disabled (class 3). In these contrasts the first model reveals that the odds of becoming disabled as opposed to remaining disabled are lower for older adults and respondents with at least a high school education than for younger adults and those with less education. With the addition of health-related covariates in model 2, the odds of becoming disabled versus remaining disabled are now higher for women, indicating a strong distortion pattern or a form of suppression. This means that a third variable, that is, health, changes the direction of the effect of gender on performance.

Columns 5 and 6 contrast remained non-disabled (class 1) and became disabled (class 2). In the first model, the odds of remaining non-disabled versus becoming disabled are lower for older adults, women, and those respondents with higher levels of financial strain. The odds of remaining non-disabled versus becoming disabled are also higher for those with at least a high school education and for those respondents who immigrated in middle- and late-life. Model 2 reveals that the odds of remaining non-disabled versus becoming disabled are lower for obese respondents, but higher for those respondents with a history of heart attack and higher baseline physical functioning. Once again, age differences are explained away and distorted gender differences are revealed.

To summarize, the results reveal three general patterns of decline (a) high initial functioning followed by decline but remaining above our disability cutoff (48% of the sample); (b) moderate initial functioning followed by decline into the range of disability (37.5% of the sample); and (c) poor initial functioning followed by continuing poor functioning (14.5% of the sample). Individuals with the most seriously impaired physical functioning tended to be older, poorly educated, and less financially stable than respondents with better functioning or less decline. Interestingly, most of the health variables are not associated with changes in functioning. The exception is obesity which is known to have important effects on physical functioning, and especially lower body mobility. We suspect that obesity, which is highly significant and correlated with both lifestyle and chronic conditions, overwhelms the impact of the other health predictors. Moreover, the non-statistically significant health behaviors and hypertension are likely to be confounded with certain demographic variables such as age, late-life migration, and initial functioning (Angel, Angel, Díaz-Venegas, & Bonazzo, 2010).

**Life Table Analysis**

We also estimate of the proportion of life spent with a significant functional limitation relative to the total number of years lived after age 65. These analyses are based on our larger sample that includes the new sample added in 2004 and consists of 3,952 individuals that provide 35,674 person-years of observation. Table 3 presents estimates of life expectancy for women and men at age 65 as well as the average number of years spent with and without significant functional impairment. The first panel refers to women and the second to men. The analysis is stratified by nativity to determine if any detectable immigrant advantages emerge. The first row of Table 3 shows that among women, total life expectancy at age 65 is slightly higher (18.30 years) for the foreign-born than for the U.S.-born (17.76 years), although the difference is not statistically significant. No statistically significant difference in healthy life expectancy (second row) emerge. On the other hand, the foreign born experience a significantly greater number of years with significant functional incapacity than the U.S.-born (11.82 years vs 10.71, respectively). The fourth row presents the ratio of the number of years lived without significant functional incapacity to the total number of years lived, .40 for U.S.-born vs .35 for the foreign-born.
### Table 2. Multinomial Logistic Regression Predicting the Odds of POMA Class Membership

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Class 1 vs Class 3, remained non-disabled vs remained disabled</th>
<th>Class 2 vs Class 3, became disabled vs remained disabled</th>
<th>Class 1 vs Class 2, remained non-disabled vs became disabled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>Model 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>.90*** (.88, .92)</td>
<td>1.01 (.92, 1.1)</td>
<td>.92*** (.90, .94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>.65*** (.50, .86)</td>
<td>6.92*** (2.1, 22.2)</td>
<td>1.02 (.77, 1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (≥ HS)</td>
<td>1.54 (.99, 2.4)</td>
<td>1.02 (.18, 5.7)</td>
<td>.54* (.33, .88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial strain</td>
<td>.43*** (.34, .56)</td>
<td>.24** (.09, .65)</td>
<td>.96 (.76, 1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmarried</td>
<td>.97 (69, 1.4)</td>
<td>1.18 (33.4.3)</td>
<td>.98 (69, 1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lives alone</td>
<td>.95 (66, 1.3)</td>
<td>1.54 (37.6.3)</td>
<td>.95 (66, 1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No contact w/family and friends</td>
<td>.89 (63, 1.3)</td>
<td>.79 (18.3, 4)</td>
<td>.70 (48, 1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social support</td>
<td>.98 (79, 1.2)</td>
<td>.52 (22, 1.2)</td>
<td>.98 (79, 1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrant (1–19)</td>
<td>.88 (60, 1.3)</td>
<td>.44 (9.2.2)</td>
<td>1.05 (.72, 1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrant (20–49)</td>
<td>1.76** (.1, 3.4)</td>
<td>3.05 (.71, 13.2)</td>
<td>1.03 (.73, 1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrant (50+)</td>
<td>2.67*** (1.6, 4.4)</td>
<td>77.26*** (12.4, 481)</td>
<td>1.01 (.59, 1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CES-D</td>
<td>.94 (.88, 1.0)</td>
<td>.96 (91, 1.0)</td>
<td>.94 (.88, 1.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Class 1 vs Class 3, remained non-disabled vs remain disabled</th>
<th>Class 2 vs Class 3, became disabled vs remain disabled</th>
<th>Class 1 vs Class 2, remained non-disabled vs became disabled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>Model 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>1.00 (.87, 1.1)</td>
<td>.96 (.84, 1.1)</td>
<td>.96 (.84, 1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoker</td>
<td>.34 (.07, 1.7)</td>
<td>.43 (.09, 2.0)</td>
<td>.43 (.09, 2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinker</td>
<td>2.61 (.48, 14.1)</td>
<td>2.18 (.45, 10.1)</td>
<td>2.18 (.45, 10.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese</td>
<td>.07*** (.02, .20)</td>
<td>.36** (.14, 97)</td>
<td>.36** (.14, 97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetic</td>
<td>2.01 (.62, 6.5)</td>
<td>1.18 (.40, 3.5)</td>
<td>1.18 (.40, 3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertensive</td>
<td>.98 (.35, 2.8)</td>
<td>.71 (.27, 1.9)</td>
<td>.71 (.27, 1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of heart attack</td>
<td>6.24 (.84, 46.2)</td>
<td>3.16 (.47, 21.2)</td>
<td>3.16 (.47, 21.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of stroke</td>
<td>1.35 (.21, 8.5)</td>
<td>.09 (.18, 4.5)</td>
<td>.09 (.18, 4.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POMA</td>
<td>159.8*** (90.3, 282)</td>
<td>11.78*** (7.16, 19.4)</td>
<td>11.78*** (7.16, 19.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. CES-D = Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale; H-EPESE = Hispanic Established Populations for the Epidemiologic Study of the Elderly, n = 2,455; HS = high school; MMSE = Mini-mental State Exam; POMA = Performance Oriented Mobility Assessment. The model fit statistics for the three-class solution were as follows: BIC = 50119.55 and LMR-LRT = 88.137 (p < .05).

Shown are odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals (CIs). *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.
The patterns for men are similar, although they reflect shorter life spans. The foreign-born have a significant advantage in total life expectancy over the U.S.-born. At age 65, foreign-born men can expect to live an additional 16.15 years compared to 14.93 for the U.S.-born (p < .05). Foreign-born men also have significantly longer lives without functional incapacity. However, when we examine unhealthy life expectancy, there are no statistically significant differences between the foreign born and U.S.-born in terms of time spent with limited physical mobility. Regardless of nativity, men can expect to live over half of their life with limited or no mobility.

**Discussion**

The objectives of this analysis were (a) to characterize general patterns of decline in functional capacity, and (b) to estimate the proportion of life after 65 in which individuals experience serious incapacity in a longitudinal sample of Mexican-origin adults. In addition to the long follow-up period, a unique aspect of this analysis is the use of an objective, performance-based measure of functional capacity. The analyses suggest great variation in the pace and pattern of decline in objectively measured physical functioning, and they suggest that on average older Mexican-origin individuals spend a large fraction of their lives after 65 with serious impairments. Using growth curve modeling we identified three typical patterns of initial functioning and subsequent decline: (a) high initial functioning followed by stability or moderate decline; (b) moderate initial functioning followed by serious decline; and (c) low initial functioning followed by no change or slight improvement. Clearly, age is a major predictor of low initial functioning and declines over the study period. Results not reported here reveal that older individuals and those with initially low levels of functioning were at elevated risk of death. We were particularly interested in the association of nativity and age at migration on class membership. As in previous research our findings reveal that those who immigrated in mid- or late-life were more likely to be members of the highest functioning category than the U.S.-born or early-life migrants, suggesting that late-life migrants are likely selected for better health.

These data indicate that many older Mexican-origin individuals remain highly functional for a long period, but a large fraction decline seriously or are in poor health from a relatively early age. Those respondents who were 65 at baseline were over 80 by the time of the final follow-up. Those who were older at baseline were even older by the end. Those who were older at baseline were at elevated risk of serious functional decline, dependency, and death. Other factors were also predictive of the extent of functional decline. In bivariate analyses, respondents with less education and lower financial stability were more likely to experience functional decline than those with higher levels of education and financial stability. They also had higher rates of hypertension, stroke, and diabetes at baseline. By definition, those in the highest functioning category had higher physical and cognitive scores than those in the lower functioning categories at baseline.

In the multiple decrement life table analyses we directly estimated the ratio of disability-free years to those with functional impairment by nativity. Those detailed analyses show that the differences in life expectancies between U.S.-born and foreign-born populations are consistent with previous research (Arias, Eschbach, Schauman, Backlund, & Sorlie, 2010; Eschbach, Al-Snih, Markides, & Goodwin, 2007). In this sample, though, Mexican origin elders on average live more than half of their lives after age 65 with significant functional limitations. The data also reveal that gender and nativity interact, such that life expectancy at 65 is highest for foreign-born Mexican-origin women and lowest for U.S.-born males. Regardless of nativity, men spend approximately half of the years after age 65 in an impaired state; foreign-born women live nearly two-thirds of the additional years in a seriously impaired state.

In terms of our motivating question concerning the extent of life past age 65 characterized by significant functional impairment, these data suggest that in this Mexican-origin
sample increased longevity is accompanied by the relatively early onset of functional impairment. The data suggest, then, that the postponement of death may occur even in the presence of significant declines in functional capacity. Of course we are dealing with aggregates and a more detailed analysis of individual trajectories of decline would be necessary to more clearly understand intra-group differences in the timing and severity of functional decline.

Our findings have clear policy and practical implications. Individuals who are functionally incapacitated according to the criteria we used are unlikely to be able to care for themselves without some assistance. Most will almost inevitably become entirely dependent on family or the state. For these individuals, Medicaid financed long-term or community care will become a necessity. As states struggle with the burgeoning costs of Medicaid, the growth in the aging population presents local, state, and federal authorities with major challenges. Although the present analysis identifies various factors associated with different patterns of decline in functioning, further research will be required to better understand those at highest risk and to determine how different sources of assistance affect subsequent health and longevity.
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